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BAILEY BRYAN PUTS THINGS INTO
‘PERSPECTIVE’ WITH NEW EP, MUSIC VIDEO
The rising star dropped her new EP, Perspectives, as well as the
video for her latest single, "Where We Started."

Rising star Bailey Bryan made waves when she dropped her latest EP, Perspective, and unveiled the
music video to her latest single, “Where We Started” recently.
The track sees Bryan longing for a return to the happier times in a relationship currently going through
rough patch. Inspired by rom-coms, the nostalgic video is a home-video montage of a couple’s early,
love-filled stages laced with VHS and super 8 camera effects.
“’Where We Started’ is a hopeful, but also realistic look at a relationship beyond the ‘honeymoon’
stage,” the Washington State native said. “The music video is a reflection on the good times, the
memories that make it so hard to face when the present is falling apart.”
The clip was filmed in New York City, and The Bachelorette contestant Mike Johnson co-stars as the
country pop songstress’ love interest.
“I’ve always dreamed of making a video that has a nostalgic rom-com feel to it, and filming in New
York City really brought that to life… and so did Mike,” Bryan shared. “Shooting with him was
effortless, and I can’t wait for people to see the fun we had that day.”

In addition to “Where We Started” and the EP’s title track, Perspective also includes tracks like
“Songbird,” an emotional ode to the unknowns in life with a chorus that soars.
Bryan is set to hit the road with her new music on a six-date fall tour, kicking things off in Nashville,
Tennessee Nov. 10 and making stops in five other major cities in the United States. Fans can find
ticket information here.

Bailey Bryan Tour Dates
Nov. 10
Nashville, TN
Nov. 12
Chicago, IL
Nov. 13
Milwaukee, WI
Nov. 15
Detroit, MI
Nov. 16
Ann Arbor, MI
Nov. 20
Decatur, GA

The High Watt
Schubas
The Back Room @ Colectivo
The Croofoot Pike Room
The Ark
Eddie’s Attic

